Leggit Lake

Date

September 1-13, 2022

Time

All day

Location

Leggit Lake near Atlanta, ID

Weather

Hot and Smoky

Fish Species

Rainbow Trout

Size Range

14” and up

Fish Caught

A few Rainbows with many larger bows getting off

Flies Used

Little Jakes – spinner fishing. No flies

Techniques

Mostly casting 1/6oz Jake’s spinners; No fly fishing this time

Comments

There are big fish in this lake! If I kept secrets this would be one of them along
with Mystery Lake last fall.

Leggit Lake is the southernmost lake in the Sawtooth Wilderness of Idaho. My coworker Daniel
and I backpacked into Leggit Lake the first week of September. It’s a tough 9-9.5 mile hike in
with 3600’ elevation gain. It’s worth the effort! Leggit Lake is at 8,540’ in elevation.
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You start the hike at the trailhead at Powerplant Campground near Atlanta, ID. It is a leisurely
hike up the Middle Fork Boise River for the first 3-4 miles until crossing Leggit Creek. Shortly
after the creek crossing the trail climbs the mountain due to the big rock face that makes the
canyon impassable. Once you climb the hill to the top of the big outcropping, there are
beautiful views back down the Middle Fork. This is also where the trail splits to the right up
Leggit Creek. You can miss it if you’re not paying attention.

Views along the Middle Fork Boise River

The trail climbs steeply for the next little bit until a large buttress comes into view reminiscent
of Yosemite’s El Capitan. It’s a stunning view! Once you pass the buttress the trail is hard to find
in places. Just keep following the canyon along Leggit Creek and you’ll eventually find it again.
It’s a steady steep climb. The steepest part of the climb is the last ½ mile up the hill creating the
lake.
The lake sits in a bowl surrounded by steep terrain on three sides. The view from the outlet of
the lake back down the canyon is amazing! There are a couple places to camp near the outlet of
the lake. Watch for Mountain Goats that like this area.
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The view of the buttress while climbing Leggit Creek Canyon
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The last ½ mile up to Leggit Lake

View looking back down the canyon from the outlet
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View looking back down the canyon from the outlet

Moonlight on the lake
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We drove to the trailhead from Boise that morning. We started our hike just after lunch. We
got to the lake with just enough light to cook and set up our tents. It was a grueling hike, but we
made it. The area was smoky at times due to a nearby fire. In fact, the ridgeline to the east of
the lake was the closure boundary to a fire just east of us.
The next morning, I decided to hike up the ridge to see the lakes to the south while Daniel
stayed and fished. He said the fishing was excellent for big feisty Rainbows. He landed several in
the 14-18” range and unable to land several fish that he felt were bigger. I had the same results
in the afternoon unable to land several fish. I couldn’t figure out what was going on! I landed 1
fish that was 14”. They were huge and spunky! No photos of the bigger fish. You’ll have to see
them for yourself. There are some jaw droppers in this lake!

A photo Daniel took of the smallest fish of the trip!

A view looking south from the south ridge above Leggit Lake
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I climbed the ridge for superb views of lakes and mountains to the south. It was an amazing
short but steep hike! This was an amazing trip to the southernmost part of the Sawtooth
Wilderness!

Leggit Lake (below) and lakes in the drainage south of Leggit Lake (above)
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A view of Leggit Lake (below) and a lake in the drainage southeast of Leggit Lake
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Views heading to the lake (below) and back to the trailhead just below Leggit Lake
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